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 Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs) are widely adapted due to the mobility of nodes 

and also the low cost of deployment. Due to the high mobility, the security problems 

may arise. In the existing system, Cluster-based Certificate Revocation with 
Vindication Capability (CCRVC) technique is used to solve the issue of false 

accusation but there is the disadvantage using this technique. It possess high 

communication overhead and accusation detection time is high. To resolve these 
problems, the Cluster-based Certificate Revocation scheme is proposed. In the proposed 

scheme, cluster head will detect the falsely accused nodes to solve the issue of false 

accusation. Thereby in the proposed method, the communication overhead and also the 
time of detecting the accused nodes are also reduced. So, the proposed method is 

efficient while comparing with the existing system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A MANET (Mobile Adhoc Network) is a self-configuring infrastructure less network of mobile devices 

connected by wireless. Each device in a Manet is free to move independently in any direction, and therefore 

change its links to other device frequently. A MANET is a type of adhoc network that can change locations and 

configure itself on the fly. MANET can be a standard Wi-Fi connection, or another medium, such as a cellular 

or satellite transmission. Consequently, MANET may end up having much more data and uploading these data 

can place a huge burden on the underlying network, and privacy can be a serious concern in the network. A 

large variety of MANET applications have been developed. For example, a Manet can be used in special 

situations, where installing infrastructure may be difficult or even infeasible such as battlefield or a disaster area. 

A mobile peer-to-peer file sharing system is another interesting Manet application. 

Certificate management is a widely used mechanism to secure applications and network services (Gentry, 

C., 2003). Certificate Management consists of three components; they are Prevention, Detection and 

Revocation. Certification is a prerequisite to secure network communications. Certificate revocation is a process 

of enlisting and removing the certificate of nodes who have detected to launch attacks on the neighborhood 

(Chan, H., et al., 2005). 

MANET features and their impact on security: 

 Infrastructure less 

 Wireless Links use 

 Multi hop 

 Nodes movement autonomy 

 Amorphous 

 Power limitation 

 Memory and computation power limitation 
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Related Work: 

Yang. H et al (2004) suggested the fundamental security problem in MANET is that the functionality about 

the data transfer from one node to another node. To maintain the connectivity among nodes through the 

following steps for maintaining the one hop connectivity by using the link-layer protocol(MAC protocols) and 

preserving the multiple hop connectivity using network layer routing and data forwarding protocols. 

Dynamic Anamoly detection scheme (Nakayama, H., et al., 2009) by Nakayama.H et.al in which it explains 

about the typical types of attacks that occur in MANETs such as eavesdropping, address spoofing, forged 

packets and decimal of service and followed two methods to identify the attaches one of the method to identify  

the attacks. One of the methods is misuse detection in which two detect attack comparing the  i/p traffic 

signature with the signatures that are captured from the known attacks. The another method is anamoly detection 

and it defines the base line profile of the system activity were if any deviation found than it is treated as attacks 

and anamoly detection method rather than misuse detection in which it is hard to identify the traffic signatures  

but in anamoly the abnormality can be easily recognized based on the baseline profile. 

Certificate based Encryption (Gentry, C., 2003) by Gentry.C in which they taken the trusted certificate 

Authority (CA) that securely binds served quantities. In CA, it uses an IBE scheme to generate the certificate 

and extended from of certificate based encryption combines both the public key encryption and IBE. In the CBE 

for decrypt a message a key holder needs both the secret key and up-to-date certificate from its CA and the 

model consists of two entities are certifier and a client. 

SCAN proposed by Yang.H et.al. (2006) Concentrating on the security issue in the protection of network 

layer operations from attacks and it introduces the SCAN method to ensure the protection in network layer. 

SCAN method which the nodes in its own neighbourhood. The single node contains inaccurate monitoring 

results due to the high mobility among nodes for that the distributed consenus mechanism is used and in the 

SCAN method each node should give a valid to interact with other nodes and participate in the Network and it 

also adopts a novel credit strategy to reduce overhead. 

URSA proposed by Luo.H et.al (2004) defines the problem that a malicious node makes damage the normal 

network operations. The URSA which is a fully designed paradigm to provide the robust access control for 

MANET. The solution for this is a ticket-based approach in which a certified ticket is given for routing and 

packet forwarding. The nodes without ticket are considered as malicious nodes and the given certified tickets 

will be renewed collectively by the local monitoring neighbors. 

Lian.J et al. (2007) proposed the Cluster Algorithms for hierarchical network in which the hierarchical 

network are formed to eliminate the flooding problem. A major performance is the reduction in the update cost 

when comparing with flat networks. Clustering algorithm is used to form clusters based on the parameters such 

as hierarchy levels, number of clusters and cluster size. The extended two-level hierarchy which is similar to 

peer-to-peer systems in which they avoid flooding over entire network but it is not sufficient to both index 

search and maintenance cost for that willow proposed builds a binary tree structure. 

Random waypoint mobility (RWP) (Bettstetter, C., G. Resta and P. Santi, 2003) suggested the RWP model 

for the non-uniformity node distribution. In this model a node remains static for the entire simulation time such 

that only fraction of nodes can move and the distribution is on three components static, pause and mobility. The 

commonly used mobility model is the RWP and in which the spatial distribution of nodes is considered. The 

pause time is the mobile nodes were arbitrarily chosen in each way point and the fraction of nodes may remain 

static for the entire simulation. 

Distribution and revocation of cryptographic keys in sensor networks (Chan, H., et al., 2005) suggested two 

important aspects; key distribution and key revocation. The key distribution is to disseminates and secure the 

secret information. The key revocation to remove secrets that have been compromised. It explains the key 

distribution methods in wireless networks for the understanding of key and node revocation based on the 

standard attacker’s model. 

 

Existing And Prposed System: 

In previous work, CCRVC scheme is used in CH will identify the falsely accused nodes with in its cluster 

and recovering the certificates and resolve the issue of false accusation. In the other hand CCRVC it will take 

both the voting based and non-voting based scheme. By achieving the revocation and lowering overhead 

comparing with voting based scheme and to improve the reliability and accuracy. In this approach, we will 

quickly revoke the malicious device’s certificate by stopping the device access to network and enhance network 

security. 

In this system, it will identify the attackers by using only one accusation from the neighbouring node. By 

maintaining two list BL and WL, to found the malicious node and preventing the legitimate nodes. The issue of 

certificate revocation not on distribution, the scheme has received certificate before joining the network. In 

which the detection mechanism is used to identify malicious attackers. 

CA classify node as high reliable or low reliable. If an accusation request come from high reliable than 

immediately disseminate the message to all node. Otherwise CA waits for accusation message from another 
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node. After getting any accusation message then it will broadcast the message. Instead of nodes directly send 

accusation message to CA, it will confirm with cluster head then cluster head decide whether accusation is 

correct or not. Then cluster head pass the message to CA. 

Cluster head plays an important role in detecting the falsely accused nodes within its cluster and recovering 

their certificates to solve the issue of false accusation. Proposed certificate revocation scheme is effective and 

efficient to guarantee secure communications in mobile ad hoc networks. The communication overhead will be 

low and it accurately detects the false accusation. 

For the secure communication, the certification is used. In which the public key is bound to an attribute by 

the digital signature of the issue, can be used to verify a public key belong to an individual. For listing and 

removing the certificates of nodes, certificate revocation is used. If a node is misbehaved it should be removed 

from network and from all its activities immediately. Large number of methods is used to detecting and 

blocking attacks in each node but it is not sufficient to maintain network security. To minimize the damage the 

malicious node should be identified and removed from the network.  

 

Model of The Certificate Revocation Scheme: 

Cluster Construction model: 

Nodes are joined together to form clusters on which every cluster should contain individual Cluster Head 

(CH) and it also contain Cluster Members (CMs) which are located within some transmission range of the CH. 

If a node wants to join the network it should get the valid certificates from the CA, so that the nodes can 

communicate with each other continuously in MANET. 

With a probability R the node can declare itself as a CH. The Sensing protocols should periodically send 

hello messages to check the availability of links between the neighbouring nodes. If a node receives hello 

message then it can know the presence of link and delay in hello message because the node to assume that there 

will be link failure. 

The node which acts as CH will send the CH hello packet (CHP) to its neighbouring nodes. The nodes 

which are present in the transmission range are the cluster members and the other case is, if a node want to CM 

it should wait until it receives CHP. After getting the CHP, it reply with CM hello packet (CMP) to setup 

connection with CH, thereby it will become CM. At the same time connection exits between CH and CM. 

 

Function of Certification authority and reliability- based node classification: 

Cluster based scheme contains the trusted third party to make the mobile node to preload the certificate. The 

CA consists of two list Warning list and Black list; it contains the accusing and accused node information. The 

Black list is responsible for holding the node as an accused by an attacker. Warning list should contain the 

responsible for accusing nodes. The CA updates both the list according to received control packets. 

In our approach, the nodes which are further classified as three types based on their reliability as Normal 

node, Warned node and Revoked node. If a node joins the network it is of normal node with high reliability so 

that it has the capacity to accuse other nodes by declaring itself as CH or a CM. 

Normal node contains both the legitimate node and potential malicious nodes, nodes which are in the 

warning list is of low reliability and WL consist of both the legitimate and few malicious nodes. These nodes 

can communicate with neighbor with some constraints. 

 

Certificate Revocation Based on Revoking Malicious Certificates and False Accusation: 

Procedure of Revoking Malicious Certificates: 

There stages are there for revoking a malicious attacker’s certificate. Hey are accusing, verifying and 

verifying. It get started by detecting the presence of attackers on the attacker node. Thereby, neighbouring nodes 

can check the BL to find the attacker node. The CA verifies the certificate validation of the accusing node and 

the node is also present in WL. 

 

Coping With False Accusation: 
The CA will give the information in WL and BL to all the nodes in the network. If the CH does not detect 

the attack from the BL provided by CA, the CH becomes aware about the occurrence of the false accusation 

against its CM. Then the CH sends the recovery packet to CA to vindicate and revive this member from the 

network. By the receipt of recovery packet in CA it releases the falsely identified accused node in BL and put 

that node in WL. By that it will send the information to all nodes. 

 

Node Classification: 

In the proposed scheme, nodes are differentiated according to their reliability, i.e., normal nodes have a 

high reliability, warned nodes are suspected as potential attackers, and attacker nodes have been accused by a 

normal node. When nodes join the network, they are assumed to be normal nodes. Warned nodes and attacker 

nodes are listed in the Warning List (WL) and Black List (BL), respectively.  
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The certificates of the nodes listed in BL are revoked whereby they are removed from the network. While 

the nodes included in WL can communicate with other nodes in the same way as normal nodes, there are a few 

restrictions placed on their behavior, i.e., unable to become a cluster head and not allowed to make any 

accusation. 

Based on the node reliability CA classify node as high reliable or low reliable. If an accusation request 

come from high reliable than immediately disseminate the message to all node. Otherwise CA waits for 

accusation message from another node. After getting any accusation message then it will broadcast the message. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Node Classification 

 

Cluster Head Based Accusation: 

In existing system all decision is taken by cluster authority. Our proposed system cluster head decide 

whether accusation is correct or not. Then cluster head pass the message to CA. 

The procedure of revocation is described in the following: 

Step 1: Neighboring nodes B, C, D, and E detect attacks from node M. 

Step 2: Each of them sends out an accusation packet to the CH against M. 

Step 3: According to the first received packet (e.g., from node B), the CH holds B and Min the WL and BL, 

respectively, after verifying the validity of node B. 

Step 4: CH sends the accusation message to the cluster authority.   

Step 5: The CA disseminates the revocation message to all nodes in the network. 

Step 6: Nodes update their local WL and BL to revoke M’s certificate. 

 

Performance Evaluation: 

To evaluate the performances of our proposed scheme, we run simulations to verify its efficiency in 

releasing legitimate nodes from the WL and revoking attacker nodes’ certificates, and compare them with the 

existing schemes. In particular, we are interested in the revocation time to evaluate the efficiency and reliability 

of certificate revocation in the presence of malicious attacks. 

 
Fig. 2: Throughput  
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Fig. 3: Packet delivery ratio 

 

Conclusion: 

The proposed system which resolves the major issue of communication overhead and also the time taken 

for detecting the false accused nodes. In contrast to existing system, the proposed system uses Cluster-based 

Certificate scheme to overcome the issues. So that the throughput and packet delivery ratio can be minimized. 

The proposed system uses constant threshold value, in the future work the various threshold values can be used. 
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